
CONSTRUCTING MOUNTS

Secure the treble hook in the vice. Run the tying thread down the hook

to the bend. Cut a 12” length of mono and fold in half. Thread each end

through the hook eye from opposite directions from the back of the

hook, put the loop of nylon over the bend of the hook. Secure the nylon

with the tying thread making a neat body, superglue and varnish.

Secure the single hook in the vice and run the tying thread down the

hook in close turns. Lay the 2 lengths of nylon along the hook and

secure with a couple of turns of thread. Adjust for length. Trim one

length of nylon to just before the head of the hook. Put a drop of

superglue along the shank and tie both pieces of nylon down tightly

finishing at the eye. Thread the long piece of nylon through the eye of

the single a pull it back down the body. Squeeze this strand of mono

lightly with a pair of pliers or forceps to corrugate it. Hold this piece

tight and secure with the tying thread. Trim it to length. Add another

drop of superglue and secure the whole lot forming a smooth body. Do

not use wire for the connection as it will fatigue and fail.

FLYING TREBLE

Hook - Treble 8 -14

    Wilson Single 6 - 10

Joint - 20lb Monofilament

SNAKE RIG
Hook - Treble 8 -14

    Eye and ½” of shank

Joint - 12lb Monofilament

The basic construction principles are the same as the Flying Treble rig

but instead of having a hook at the front you only want an eye. To form

this cut the eye and ½” of shank from a single hook. Make sure that you

smooth the cut end so that it does not abrade the nylon. Leave 4mm

bare at the head for tying the fly. The nylon used for this rig is finer than

the Flying Treble because you want a flexible body to give it movement

in the water.
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